Cakes fit for the future

C asual C akes

First manufacturer of deep-frozen bakery products to be awarded ZNU certification.

Let us introduce your new customers: the millennials

The millennial generation was born between 1982 and 1996.
These young people are just starting their careers, many are
starting families. A modern generation, with modern dietary
requirements. A generation characterised by a high level of

FLEXIBILITY.
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Source: TNS, Nestlé Zukunftsstudie 2030

The classic concept of coffee time is waning in
importance, particularly among the younger
generation.

Does this mean that the good old
gateau will soon be a thing of the
past?
Of course not! But it will need to reinvent
itself and adapt to the lifestyle of a new
generation.

A target group with potential
It's an attitude to life that can't easily be reduced to a common
denominator. A successful career is part of it, as are friends
and plenty of free time. Authenticity too, as well as the desire
to discover something new. Everyone looks at their life from a
highly individual standpoint, trying to find their own balance.
And food in particular is an expression of

individuality.
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Source: Mintel Trend Report “Deutschland's Millennials”

Millennials already account for 15 to 20 % of
private households. Their purchasing power is
rising steadily, which is making itself felt in the
food industry. After all, 53 % of millennials say
they prefer to eat out.1

So what does the perfect cake for this
generation look like?

CASUAL!
1

Source: Mintel Trend Report “Deutschland's Millennials”

Casual Caking hits the spot
See what you eat and enjoy
what you see:
The clean, aesthetic appearance of these new
cakes will naturally appeal to everyone.
How to present modern, trend-setting cakes.
• A combination of originality and innovation
•	Creations combining soft base layers and fresh
cream with more lightness
• Each cake an expression of individuality

layer by layer

“I eat when, where and how I want”

NEW

Crunchy Caramel Carrot Gateau

Millennials expect the highest quality

44 %
27 %
32 %
1

want to see new recipes

1

love fancy food with unusual
ingredients and/or flavours 1
prefer products without additives or
preservatives 1

Source: Mintel Trend Report “Deutschland's Millennials”

The Millennials' Gateau
Less rich in taste

Balance between
indulgence and
healthy eating

Surprising ingredients
and presentation

A Nordic classic meets sweet seduction. Tasty, creamy Skyr is a traditional food in Iceland,
which is enjoying increasing international popularity. It's creamier than low-fat quark, light
and delicious like yoghurt, while still being rich in protein and comparatively low-fat. The
freshness of Skyr combines perfectly with the sweetness of the caramel for a modern,
contemporary cake experience.
Creamy – crunchy – fresh. Three spiced and moist carrot bases, made to a classic recipe,
each topped with a layer of vanilla skyr cream and a creamy yet crunchy combination of nuts
and caramel.
order code 8109418
weight
1.600 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
ca. 130 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

NEW

Strong-flavoured Chocolate Cherry Gateau

The combination of cherry and chocolate is a true classic. Delicate chocolate cream surrounds
aromatic cherries and their subtly sour note. With its gentle sweetness and intense aromas,
the cream goes perfectly with the fine fruit. A harmonious interplay of flavours, which also
inspires visually with its strong colours.
A duet of smooth chocolate cream and fruity cherries. Three delightfully chocolatey brownie
bases covered with layers of cocoa cream and cherry cream. Topped with crunchy and delicate chocolate, this cake is a real treat.
order code 8109405
weight
1.850 g

NEW

Smooth Red Velvet Gateau

Opinions are divided about white chocolate: some love it and can't get enough of it. For others,
it's too sweet. However, white chocolate and cream cheese are the perfect combination.
Deliciously chocolatey, yet fresh and creamy. Together with the characteristic red colour of the
Red Velvet base layer, this cake is a real eye-catcher and suitable for all sorts of occasions.
Three light muffin base layers, dyed with natural beetroot, are each covered with a layer of
cream cheese. Crunchy chocolate curls make this delightfully moist cake a sensory experience to remember.
order code 8109423

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
ca. 150 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

weight
1.450 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
ca. 120 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

Fresh and nutty Rose-Hip Gateau

Rose hip, the "fruit of wild roses", is the stuff of Nordic fairy-tales and legends. Rose hips are
incredibly rich in vitamin C and therefore extremely healthy. Plus, they taste amazing! Fruity
and slightly tart, rose hips are used in a variety of delicacies and drinks, including teas, jellies,
liqueurs – and now even in a gateau!
Our gateau is a thoroughly nutty treat with a Nordic touch. Three nutty bases made following
our classic recipe are each covered in a layer of vanilla-skyr cream and a delicate, fruity combination of rose hips and lingonberry.
order code 8109310
weight
1.450 g

Fruity and aromatic Sea-Buckthorn Gateau

Sea-buckthorn has a robust Nordic character. It grows on the barren sand dunes of coastal
regions, where it can withstand the wind, weather and drought. The brightly coloured berries
that grow on its prickly bushes really pack a punch. Bursting with vitamin C, sea-buckthorn is
often referred to as the "lemon of the North". We have now incorporated this unusual-looking
"lemon" into a delicious gateau.
A combination of sweet and sour, Nordic style – soft chocolate brownie bases alternate with
layers of buttermilk cream and fruity sea-buckthorn. The gateau is topped with a generous
scattering of chocolate shavings.
order code 8109314

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 120 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

weight
1.750 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 145 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

Creamy and delicate Blueberry Gateau

pre-cut,
12 portions
ø 24 cm

Win over new customers with erlenbacher
Six creamy, fruity and spiced Casual
Cakes – wonderfully tempting but also easy to
handle. The cakes are pre-cut, beautiful

to look at, and taste homemade.

Exactly the right style for Casual Caking.

Blueberries are right at home in the northern hemisphere – and they bring together all the
goodness of the region. They are extremely healthy and taste wonderfully sweet. They also
match very well with many other ingredients and culinary delights such as pancakes, sorbets,
muffins and cakes. And now, these plump, dark-blue berries are also the star ingredient of
our fruity gateau, making it look and taste great.
Delicate fruitiness with a Nordic touch: a fine harmony of blueberries, swirled with light and
smooth buttermilk-elderflower cream, placed on top of fluffy muffin bases. The sweetness of
the blueberries and the tart nuances of the elderflower are a match made in heaven.
order code 8109289
weight
1.900 g

measurements
ø 24 cm

weight/portion
approx. 158 g

portions
12

pieces per case
4

Defrosting instructions: In the refrigerator (6 – 7 °C) whole cake for about 14 hours.

Our recommendations for the products

TIP

Casual Cakes are easy to serve and eat. For best
results, we recommend defrosting and pre-

The names of the gateaus can easily be adapted

senting all of the slices together as one integral

depending on the occasion, season or customer.

cake. This way the cakes stay fresh and stable

For example, an autumnal “Caramel Carrot

and look delicious all day long.

Gateau” can become a “Tasty Nuts & Cream”.
This means the gateau can be marketed individually.

TIP

It's also possible to present it on a tray, with the slices arranged into a fan. To do this, simply place film between the slices
and position them close together during defrosting.

Simply lay the slices of cake on their side. This not only helps
The defrosting of free-standing individual slices or their pre-

them keep their shape, but also provides the best view of

sentation over a longer period is not recommended due to the

their delicious layers. You'd be hard-pressed to find a better

open structure of Casual Cakes.

way to show off what makes these gateaus so delicious.

THE ERLENBACHER
INGREDIENT GUARANTEE
NO a dditives that require
labelling:

NO artificial flavours
NO colourings
NO preservatives
NO hydrogenated plant fat/oil

TIP
You can be particularly creative with the Red
Velvet Gateau. Its gentle taste goes perfectly
with many different ingredients. Even some
fresh fruit, for example, can turn it into a
premium gateau or a fancy dessert.

ORDER HOTLINE: 0049 6152 803-351

The New Casual Cakes
Red Velvet Gateau
• Three light muffin base layers
• Three layers of cream cheese
•	Delicious rolled flakes of white
chocolate

Chocolate Cherry Gateau
•	Three chocolatey brownie
base layers
•	Chocolate cream with fruity
cherries
•	Delicious grated chocolate flakes

Caramel Carrot Gateau
•	Three fruity, juicy carrot base layers
•	Three layers of vanilla-Skyr cream
•	Creamy-crunchy combination
of nuts and caramel

All Casual Cakes at a glance
order
code
8109418
8109405
8109423
8109310
8109314
8109289

article description
Caramel Carrot Gateau
Chocolate Cherry Gateau
Red Velvet Gateau
Fresh and nutty Rose-Hip Gateau
Fruity and aromatic Sea-Buckthorn Gateau
Creamy and delicate Blueberry Gateau

net weight

portions
weight

pre-cut
portions

pieces
per case

cases per
pallet/layer

EAN case

1.600 g
1.850 g
1.450 g
1.450 g
1.750 g
1.900 g

approx. 130 g
approx. 150 g
approx. 120 g
approx. 120 g
approx. 145 g
approx. 158 g

12
12
12
12
12
12

4
4
4
4
4
4

42/6
42/6
54/6
42/6
42/6
42/6

4004311094181
4004311094051
4004311094235
4004311093108
4004311093146
4004311092897
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